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Abstract: A major difficulty in comparing and even choosing MCDM methods is the uncertainty of
information about the consistent and unique characteristics of the results produced. The objective
information content of the final scores produced by MCDM methods and their relevance to real
life can give us an important idea about them. In this study, first of all, seven MCDM methods
with different methodologies were applied to evaluate companies’ financial performance. Then, the
obtained MCDM scores were compared using two different objective verification mechanisms. The
first validation criterion is the relationship of a MCDM method to real-life rankings (share price). The
second criterion is the standard deviation (SD) technique used to discover the objective information
content of MCDM final scores. According to the results of this study, PROMETHEE and FUCA
definitely outperform other methods in terms of both SD values and strength of correlation with
reference real-life rankings. Also, FUCA is methodologically simpler than other methods. However,
it produced nearly identical results as the sophisticated PROMETHEE method.

Keywords: multi criteria analysis; MCDM comparison; share price; standard deviation; financial
performance

MSC: 90B50; 91B06; 62C05

1. Introduction

Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) methods are based on the principle of propos-
ing the best alternative solution among the alternatives under certain criteria, so they have
recently been used more widely. MCDM methods have been applied in many specific
fields to solve certain selection and ranking problems, such as finance [1], information
technology [2], civil engineering and management [3], design and development [4], renew-
able energy [5], human resources management [6] and medical diagnosis [7]. Although
many researchers focus on the development of new MCDM methods or modification the
existing ones, relatively limited attention has been paid to the selecting the best method
for a valid decision issue [8]. Essentially, many MCDM methods are used in divergent
decision making procedures, but the specific application area and recommendations for
choosing the most appropriate method for a particular issue have not been fully revealed.
Therefore, it is required to create a framework for how to choose the most appropriate
method when handling decision making problems [9]. There are many different methods
that can be recommended among more than 100 MCDM methods. It is surely a difficult
task to find out the most appropriate one. Therefore, it is necessary to go through a detailed
examination and comparison of MCDM methods. Some methods are more appropriate
under certain conditions and scenarios. On the other hand, there is no single method that
can deal with all problems [10].

The capability and capacity of MCDM methods are often associated with the compu-
tational process or their methodology. At this point, it is unclear how and on what basis
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the methods will be selected based on these methodological capabilities. The search for
an objective sign or clue regarding the comparability and selection of MCDM methods is
still valid. Here, any indication of a stable and consistent character, tendency, or capacity
for MCDM methods can provide crucial insight. Within the scope of MCDM, each of
methods has its own performance capacity and characteristics. The main issue is to select
the best and appropriate alternative among MCDM methods. It is necessary to provide a
framework to deal with such selection problems [11]. Although various suggestions and
frameworks have been provided to compare and select appropriate MCDM methods, there
is still no universal agreement in this issue. The fact that the methods produce similar
ranking results causes them to be perceived as equivalent of each other, so this opinion
results in a random selection of a MCDM method. There are some reasons such as being
new or popular method, computational ease and software support, but this these reasons
can be counted as the subjective or arbitrary factors in the selection procedure of an MCDM
method. Instead of this kind of subjectivity, it is necessary to develop some objective
selection criteria or framework for comparing MCDM methods. At this point, we evaluate
that the information content of MCDM scores and their success in capturing real life can
produce stable and consistent results.

The main application purpose of the study is to measure companies’ financial perfor-
mance on the basis of MCDM methods. Firstly, MCDM methods were compared regarding
their capacity to produce a relationship with the real life example (share price). Secondly,
another comparison will be made by determining the characteristics, capacity or infor-
mation content of the MCDM final scores through SD. Thus, the performance of MCDM
methods was evaluated with two-sided criteria from both real life and theory. In other
words, we evaluate that if the two criteria we propose confirm each other, the hidden objec-
tive character of the MCDM methods can be revealed. This is because the performance of a
method, which is consistently and dominantly superior cannot be a coincidence. Making a
sustainable decision under uncertainty has a lot to do with discovering sustainable criteria
for MCDM comparison. Discovering sustainable criteria that will enable objective compari-
son of MCDM methods under uncertainty also facilitates appropriate and quality decisions.
Measuring the performance of alternatives is surely essential, but it is also reasonable
to measure the performance of MCDM methods first, if possible. In this sense, it can be
said that the reference real-life relationship and Standard Deviation (SD) dual verification
mechanism proposed in this study provide convenience and additional dimensions to
measure MCDM performance. To support our claim, we tested our approach through
evaluation of the financial performance (FP) of 24 companies, because financial capacity is
very important for organizations to follow their mission and succeed aims, and it is an im-
portant indicator of the organization’s overall performance [12]. These 24 companies have
the highest market value in Borsa Istanbul (BIST/Stock Exchange Istanbul), in 10 quarters
between 2019 and 2021 in Turkey. Thus, in this study, the final scores of MCDM methods
were compared by using the proposed dual validation criteria, and it was revealed which
MCDM method performs better for decision-makers. The main purpose here is to justify
an objective comparison by exploring sustainable criteria. No study has been found in the
literature showing this approach (dual validation) with such clarity before.

2. Literature Review

Considering the aim of this study, we firstly examined classical evaluations in the
literature in terms of selecting an appropriate MCDM measurement and determining its
capacity, which often results in uncertainty. Secondly, we suggested to use correlation of
share price and the FP of the company, which is a real life example, against this uncertainty
and deadlock. This is a special case and its use for evaluation of MCDM capability is
essential. Therefore, the literature on the measurement of FP, its relationship with stock
return and the interpretation of this relationship in terms of MCDM performance was
reviewed. Thirdly, we also evaluated the importance and different uses of the SD, which is
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the other criterion we propose to reveal the information content of MCDM methods, in the
MCDM literature.

2.1. Objective Characteristics of MCDM Methods

It is difficult to reach a direct and objective determination about the unique characters
of MCDM methods. On the other hand, different methodological views based on input
regarding the choosing the best MCDM method in the literature actually indirectly indicate
the capacity or character of MCDM methods. In other words, there is no direct solution
and consensus on this issue in the existing literature, which focuses more on the input-
based computation process. In fact, the issue of selection is a problematic area. Because, if
MCDM methods are chosen with MCDM methods, it leads to a “paradoxical” insolubility.
Therefore, it is doubtful whether there is an objective answer to this debate in terms of
methodologists with a classically focused approach [13].

Choosing the best MCDM method is a challenge and the ideas recommended as
solutions might include personal opinions since there is literally no objective verification
mechanism. Our preference to select among different methods might be depended on the
problem solution, decision makers’ values or other personal factors [14]. This is because it
is a difficult decision especially for inexperienced researchers who are hesitant to make a
reliable choice among different MCDM methods to find the most appropriate and reliable
one. MCDM selection is a complex process that includes defining the decision problem,
decision maker and MCDM solution procedure. Essentially, decision-makers require an
accurate guidance with careful technical details to select an appropriate MCDM method.
At this point, expert systems suggest an appropriate MCDM method to the decision maker
according to the answers given to some questions about the properties that identify the
problem of decision, decision maker and solution technique that are discussed earlier [15].
In summary, the literature emphasizes that MCDM selection is often not an easy task due
to the lack of an objective verification mechanism.

MCDM capacity and character can be discussed with a different and realistic approach.
In this sense, MCDM methods’ capabilities that represent real-life scenarios have become
more vital than ever [16]. Accordingly, MCDM methods should not be evaluated only with
their potential capabilities. Their success in capturing or modeling real-life should also
be evaluated. In other words, not only the steps of the MCDM processing procedure but
also the relevance degree of these results to real-life ranking is important in the method
selection. For instance, the relationship between the FP and the share price obtained by
MCDM is a financial example [17].

In addition, the formal information content of the final scores produced by MCDM
methods can give an idea about the objective and original characteristics of these methods.
SDs of the ranking scores produced by different MCDM methods can be considered as a
comparison criterion. Moreover, normalized MCDM scores can be compared via SD. For
criterion weighting, “objective weighting methods” are normally recommended. However,
they can also be recommended in the evaluation of normalized MCDM scores. For example,
Zaidan et al. (2017) used the Standard Deviation (SD) method in their study. Considering
the final scores produced by MCDM techniques, they emphasized that the highest SD
belongs to TOPSIS and the lowest SD value belongs to WSM [18]. In this study, for the first
time, it will be tried to explore the special character or capacity of MCDM methods with a
dual mechanism by adding the power of relationship with real life example of share price
and SD. And this rational approach can provide us essential and objective information
about the sustainable characteristics tendencies of the methods.

2.2. Correlation between Reference Ranking and MCDM Rankings as a Benchmark Measure

MCDM methods are widely adopted and used for companies and in many applied
science fields to summarize changing (occasionally contradicting) dimensions of perfor-
mance with a single outcome score [19]. In the literature, there are many studies that have
conducted financial performance (FP) research (in search of accurate measurement) for
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periods with different MCDM and weighting methods. For example, Wang (2014) ana-
lyzed the FP of three container shipping companies in Taiwan by using fuzzy as a MCDM
technique [20]. In his study, 21 ratios were used as decision criteria and 5 periods were
discussed. The evaluation of the FPs of the companies was made by using the fuzzy TOPSIS
method, and the companies were ranked from best to worst according to FP. As another
example, Pineda et al. (2018) used a model for performance evaluation of 12 airlines in
the United States (USA) [21]. They divided 11 sub-criteria into 4 main groups, and used
the following MCDM methods: DRSA, DEMATEL, DANP and VIKOR. In fact, the studies
in the literature are similar and they show us that many MCDM methods are used in
performance measurement. In these studies, MCDM, weighting methods, normalization
techniques, data type (exact or fuzzy type data), preference function, threshold value may
change, but the main common goal (an appropriate FP measurement, whose verification is
debatable) remains the same [22–25]. There are numerous MCDM based FP measurement
studies in the literature and their history spans more than 20 years. In this sense, we
find it more useful to summarize the common results of these studies, especially after the
2000s [26]:

• FP measurement is one of the most studied topics in finance.
• The number of studies using MCDM methods is constantly increasing.
• TOPSIS stands out as the most widely adopted MCDM method.
• Profitability and risk-based financial criteria are preferred more in these studies.
• In FP studies, we do not come across a directly objective procedure or recommendation

for choosing a better MCDM method.

The relationship between the share price and FP of companies that is calculated by
MCDM methods as a reference can provide us unique and natural solutions for selecting
appropriate MCDM method. One of the best examples for this is the “price” element,
which develops simultaneously with the FP of a company. The parallel relationship of
these dynamic systems developing in two different universes to a certain extent can be a
natural solution area for the determination of MCDM capacities. When the MCDM studies
on stock returns and FP measurement are examined, there are very few studies that can
use the results obtained after finding a significant relationship between these two variables
in comparison of different MCDM methods. For instance, Yaakob and Gegov (2016) argues
that a significant and comparable relationship is valid between actual stock returns and
MCDM results [27]. In another study, Baydaş and Elma (2021) examined 131 companies that
are registered in the BIST manufacturing index for 20 different periods by using TOPSIS,
WSA and PROMETHEE methods [17]. They found that there are sustainable, strong and
significant relationships between FP rankings and the stock returns that were created by
the mentioned MCDM methods. Among these methods, they claim that PROMETHEE
has been a dominantly more successful method in analyzing FP regarding the results it
produces. Similarly, Baydaş and Eren (2021) determined that TOPSIS produces stronger
relationships with real-life stock returns compared to the SAW method in their analysis
of over 25 manufacturing metal goods companies in the stock market for 5 different
periods [28]. What is remarkable in such studies is not the investment aspect of the stock
return, but the emphasis on the methodological problem-solving aspect (reference). FP,
which is measured with different MCDM methods, is evaluated over the capacity to relate
to share price change, which is a dynamic example from real life. Interestingly, the fact that
some methods capture the actual price change more strongly gives us information about
the objective capacities of MCDM methods that have been hidden for years.

2.3. Exploring the Information Content of the Final Scores of MCDMs via Standard
Deviation (SD)

Evaluation of normalized MCDM scores using the standard deviation method has
rarely been used in the literature. Zaidan et al. (2017) partially used the standard deviation
(SD) method for MCDM comparison [18]. However, there is no other example of this
in the previous studies. Comparing original performances of MCDM methods that are
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used for financial performance measurement is considered an interesting and difficult
subject. Considering that MCDM methods produce different scores, it would not be correct
to directly compare them over raw scores. To justify a reasonable comparison, the final
ranking scores of the MCDM methods should be normalized. Normalized score should be
used to ensure comparability of final scores of MCDM techniques [18].

Essentially, the category of objective assessment methods is based on the use of
information about the criteria and their interactions in the decision matrix. In this sense,
Diakoulaki et al. (1995) proposed SD approach in order to measure the contrast intensity
and thereby derive the objective weights of the criteria, because this approach determines
target weights based on the SDs of the criteria values [19]. Essentially, there is an acceptance,
which is believed or assumed for objective weight estimation methods. The larger the
difference between the values of the items in the column, the more valuable the information
contained in the criterion (indicator) for these methods. In other words, the weight of a
criterion becomes higher as a direct proportionate to the information content [29]. In fact, it
is also possible that methods such as SD could be used to discover the information content
of the final scores of MCDMs. That means there is no formal and rational obstacle to the
calculation of the SDs of the MCDM final scores. Therefore, after the MCDM final scores
are normalized, their SDs can be calculated and evaluated in the comparison. This situation
can be an objective alternative solution to the subjective approaches or selection techniques
for the decision makers in selecting the most appropriate MCDM method.

In this study, it is clearly demonstrated that the SD approach can reveal the information
content of the final scores of MCDM methods. In this direction, instead of dealing with the
methodology that is the input of MCDM methods, we focus directly on the results they
produce. We make an alternative evaluation based on data analytics results. This evaluation
is especially appropriate for the approach of decision analytics, as a popular topic recently.
Decision analytics can be regarded as a field that uses technological tools and quantitative
techniques to extract meaning from data, and then overcome problems and make informed
decisions. Tavana (2021) uses decision analytics in evaluating historical data with other
data to answer why something happens; in using the findings to determine what will
happen; and finally in answering the question of what should be done using the results [30].
Similarly, in our study, we investigate if the rankings produced by different MCDM methods
have particular patterns by using historical company data. This is in line with the decision
analytics approach. Thus, instead of discussing the input based methodological calculation
process in a classical way, we propose to evaluate the performance of the results produced
by the methodologies with objective criteria in the context of data analytics.

3. Research Methodology

This study, we basically have similar classical aim as in other MCDM based FP studies:
We evaluate companies’ FP performance by using different MCDM methods. In the
literature, studies show that each financial ratio (criterion) provides different information
as it expresses a different aim. However, using a single ratio does not make it easy to reach
an overall assessment of company’s performance. This is why, MCDM methods are often
used in inter-company comparisons, because they are able to show modern businesses’
multidimensional character. MCDM methods are very helpful to reveal changing aims of
different companies within a single performance system [19]. In this sense, we analyzed
the FP rankings that are created over 6 financial ratios with MCDM methods, primarily
based on the equal weighting technique in this study. We then compared these rankings
to stock price rankings (which is considered a reference in companies). Thus, the MCDM
model that produce a meaningful and strong relationship with share price is recommended
as the most appropriate model for financial decision makers. Table 1 shows the MCDM
capacity and characteristics determination, performance criteria and MCDM methods that
we included in our study.
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Table 1. MCDM Comparison Criteria, MCDM Methods, Performance Dimensions in This Study.

MCDM Objective
Comparison Criteria MCDM Methods Performance Dimensions

Standard Deviation (SD),
Correlation with Share

Price (Rho)

PROMETHEE, FUCA,
TOPSIS, SAW, CODAS,

COPRAS, MOORA

Altman-Z Score, ROE, ROA,
MVA Margin, MVA Spread,

Market-to-Book

3.1. Performance Dimensions

The main purpose of this study is to measure the MCDM-based financial performance
(FP) of companies within the framework of certain criteria. Moreover, it is to research
and develop an improved MCDM measurement framework to best achieve this goal. The
preferred criteria are based on risk, profitability, or value. These are ROE, ROA, MVA
margin, MVA spread, Altman-Z and MV/BV indicators. All criteria are growth and benefit
oriented. Explanatory information about these representative dimensions is given below.

3.1.1. Return on Equity (ROE)

As one of the most famous ratios, ROE was used in evaluating FPs of companies. This
ratio brings both net profit and equity. Therefore, company executives gains an important
view about efficiency of their equity capital, while investors gain information about how
much profit they make from their investments. ROE is defined as the ratio of net profit to
equity [31] (p. 119).

3.1.2. Return on Assets (ROA)

ROA is a classic choice for measurement in financial research. The difference from ROE
is that ROA reflects indebtedness to the ratio. This ratio has long been used in analyzing
the financial status and companies’ performances. It is also a practical ratio that shows the
degree of efficient use of assets [31] (p. 119).

3.1.3. Market Value Added Margin (MVA Margin)

MVA is a very important indicator since the most important goal of modern businesses
is to maximize market value along with profit. MVA shows the discrepancy between a
company’s market value and the capital that is invested. This indicator is used as a
benchmarking tool to compare companies in terms of value production over a given period.
The MVA margin is defined as the MVA level created by sales, and it measures the efficiency
of sales [32] (p. 306).

3.1.4. Market Value Added Spread (MVA Spread)

MVA represents value creation when market value exceeds the capital invested by in-
vestors in the company. The ratio of MVA to invested capital is defined as MVA spread [32]
(p. 306). In studies measuring financial performance, this ratio is used as a benchmarking
tool to evaluate how companies increase their value and how they do this in terms of
efficiency over their investment capital.

3.1.5. Altman-Z Score

The estimation (bankruptcy) and diagnosis of company’s distance from financial
failure is vital for users of financial information (e.g., investors, partners, creditors, share-
holders and suppliers). To meet this critical need, a model was created to estimate financial
distress and failure in Altman’s study (1968) [33]. The model that has still been successfully
used, is not only used to predict bankruptcy risk, but this classic criterion is also used to
evaluate success, risk and stock selection of companies in financial performance applica-
tions. According to Carton (2004), ∆ Altman-Z Score is the metric that best correlates with
stock returns [34] (p. 281). Similar to ROE, ROA or ROS ratios, the change of Altman-Z
score according to the base period can reveal the current success of the company. On the
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other hand, this indicator can also measure the future risk of the company, similar to the
current ratio. Moreover, the capabilities of the Altman-Z indicator are greater than this. It
is one of the few indicators that simultaneously provides a meaningful relationship with
the stock return.

The Altman-Z score is an excellent multi directional financial indicator. As it is desired
to grow, it is a benefit-oriented indicator like the other indicators mentioned above. Unlike
most previous studies that focus on measuring financial performance by MCDM methods,
this study recommends adding this indicator in MCDM studies, because it measures risk
and uncertainty, although the current ratio, cash ratio and liquidity ratio are the first ones
as the simplest and well-known ratios that come to mind in measuring risk. It is known
that these ratios also measure risk. However, users need to be careful when using them in
MCDM procedures, because these ratios requires ideal value (2, 1, and 0.2 respectively).
This is because they are not “benefit-based, cost-based” ratios. Therefore, they need to be
converted, which is not an easy task. Different problems await the user, even if the ideal
values are converted to benefit/cost. Firstly, as an example, a current ratio below 1.0 is a
very serious risk for a company, while a current ratio above 3.0 is certainly not an equally
great risk. And it is not clear to what extent there is a small risk. As a result, it can be said
that indicators like current ratio requiring ideal value are frequently misused in MCDM.

3.1.6. Market to Book Ratio

It is a popular indicator that is defined as the ratio of a firm’s market value to its
equity. It has a similar purpose to MVA [32] (p. 118). A lower ratio means that investors
value the company’s stock less than the company’s value. Also, a larger ratio indicates
that the company is highly valued. If the demand for company shares increases, this will
positively affect this ratio upwards. It is a commonly used ratio. Table 2 shows financial
ratios, formulas and references.

Table 2. Financial Criteria, Calculation and References.

Indicators Formulas References

MVA Spread MVA/Invested Capital [31]
MVA Margin MVA/Sales [31]
Market to Book Market Value/Book Value [31]
ROE Net Income/Common Equity [30]
ROA Net Income/Total Assets [30]

ALTMAN-Z Score

1.2 (Working Capital/Total Assets) + 1.4 (Retained
Earnings/Total Assets) + 3.3 (EBIT/Total

Assets) + 0.6 (Market Value of Equity/Book Value of Total
Liabilities) + 1.0 (Sales/Assets)

[33]

Share Return (Base Period Stock Price − Prior Period Stock Price)/Prior Period
Stock Price [34]

3.2. MCDM Methods

For more than a quarter of a century, the MCDM-based financial performance literature
has included measurement and evaluation-based analyzes to achieve better rankings [26].
Of course, it would be a good approach to explore the hidden capabilities of all MCDM
methods for a better measurement. In this sense, evaluating the final scores of MCDM
methods with some objective criteria might give us a good idea. In this study, seven popular
MCDM methods were compared in order to make a more understandable and comprehen-
sive comparative evaluation: PROMETHEE, TOPSIS, MOORA, COPRAS, CODAS, SAW
and FUCA.

We selected these methods to provide a new approach among MCDM methods that
are used in the field of FP, and to provide comparative evaluation results. PROMETHEE
is the most popular MCDM method among outranking approaches. SAW, on the other
hand, is a simple, weight-based sum method closest to daily life use. TOPSIS is obviously
the most popular method used in FP studies [26]. On the other hand, CODAS, MOORA,
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COPRAS methods are used in this study, because they are also popular methods recently.
They are comparable MCDM methods that can work with clear data, produce the final
ranking results and also give the decision maker the initiative in determining the weighting
coefficient. As discussed in the previous parts of the study, the “input methodology” of
MCDM methods was given more importance in the comparison of MCDM methods in
the literature. These are undoubtedly important in the development, comparison and
even selection of MCDM methods. However, the final scores, which are the outputs of
the MCDM methods, are also important. For example, as suggested in this study, the
relationship of outputs with real life and objective information content can be considered
as criteria for measurement and comparison of MCDM capability.

In this study, the analysis results of our unique approach reveal which of the MCDM
methods has more capacity to capture real life and the level of information content.

In this section, introductory information about MCDM methods is given. In addition,
the methodological calculation details of the methods mentioned below are presented in
Appendix A (Tables A1–A3) as the last part of the study.

3.2.1. Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluation
(PROMETHEE II)

The same purpose of the PROMETHEE II method, as in other MCDM methods,
consists of ranking a certain number of alternatives and suggesting the best one. This
method was firstly introduced to solve MCDM issues in 1982. It is an influential model
ranking the examined best and worst alternatives according to the determined criteria.
PROMETHEE I can perform partial ranking, while the more commonly used PROMETHEE
II can perform general ranking. The method makes pairwise comparison for each criterion,
and then it applies maximization or minimization for the results depending on the benefit or
cost structure of the target. The general preference (usual) function version of PROMETHEE
is frequently used because it is functional, and it does not require a threshold value from the
user [35] (p. 199). The PROMETHEE methodology proposes to use one of the alternative
preference functions. PROMETHEE’s preference function used to identify deviations
between alternatives for each criterion. Step 2 is a relative stage where the decision maker
makes a choice. The remaining steps, on the other hand, have a static procedure. In this
step 2, the choice of preference function is an arbitrary step in which it depends on the
criterion property and the preferences of the decision makers. In this study, the general
preference function was used. Mostly, decision makers use this preference function when
they do not attach much importance to the differences between criterion values [36].

3.2.2. Simple Additive Weighting (SAW)

In the SAW method, after the first decision matrix is normalized, each criterion column
is multiplied by its weight coefficients. Finally, among the results obtained by adding the
weighted values, the alternative with the highest value is the best solution [37].

Even the superiority of a well-known powerful and sophisticated method such as
PROMETHEE over a relatively simple method such as SAW is debatable over many
alternative frameworks proposed by previous studies. Conclusions will be drawn about
the real and latent capacity of the methods used in this study in certain respects. In this
study, conclusions about the actual capacities of these methods were reached.

3.2.3. Faire Un Choix Adéquat (FUCA)

FUCA is depended on ranking the alternatives for each criterion. The first row has the
best value (1), while the last row (m) is assigned the worst value. Then, the weighted sum of
the values for each solution point is calculated and the solution with the smallest total value
is the best chosen solution [38,39]. The most important advantage of this method, which is
relatively new and less known in the literature, is that it is simple and easy to calculate. It
is interesting that FUCA produces results very close to PROMETHEE-2, considering that
the general preference function is used [40].
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3.2.4. Complex Proportional Assessment (COPRAS)

The COPRAS method was firstly proposed by Zavadskas and Kaklauskas (1996)
develops non-dominant solutions regarding significance and utility [41]. Thus, alternatives
are ranked and evaluated step by step.

3.2.5. Combinative Distance-Based Assessment (CODAS)

This method is based on the determination of each given criterion value by the Eu-
clidean and taxicab distances from the negative ideal solution, which is the worst value.
The CODAS method primarily uses the Euclidean distance. If two solutions are far from
comparable (for example, they are similar) according to the Euclidean distance, the taxicab
distance is used as an alternative measure. For this, the threshold parameter (τ = 0.02) is
used to decide the degree of closeness of the Euclidean distances [37,42].

3.2.6. Multi-Objective Optimization on the Basis of Ratio Analysis (MOORA)

The popular method of recent times, MOORA, was firstly recommended by Brauers
and Zavadskas (2006) [43]. In fact, it has similar aspects with the COPRAS method. But
MOORA uses the vector for the first decision matrix instead of the sum normalization.
Also, this method differs from COPRAS by using performance score rather than relative
importance [37].

3.2.7. TOPSIS (Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution)

It is the most preferred method in MCDM-based financial performance studies. Ac-
cording to the TOPSIS method, the best alternative is the combination solution closest to
the positive ideal solution (PIS) and farthest from the negative ideal solution (NIS) [44]. It
is a method that differs in aspects such as caring for ideal values, using Euclidean distance
and vector normalization.

3.3. MCDM Benchmarks

Below is descriptive information about the criteria we use to compare MCDM methods.

3.3.1. Spearman Rho Coefficient

The similarity ratio of specific scores produced by MCDM methods is an interesting
discovery. At this point, the Spearman rho correlation coefficient can help us. Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient, which is a non-parametric technique, expresses the statistical
relationship between two rank sequences. Calculation of Spearman Rho coefficient is as
follows [45]:

rs = 1− 6 ∑ di2

n (n2 − 1)
(1)

Here rs represents Spearman’s Rho, while di represents the difference in binary rank-
ings. And n represents the number of states in the formula.

In this study, it is our ultimate goal to compare various MCDM methods. In this
respect, the relationship between MCDM-based FP and stock return (SR) rankings of
companies was determined by Spearman rank correlation. Past studies have shown that
some methods capture this relationship better and some other methods at a lower level
(mentioned in the literature section). And in the study we test it with different constraints.

3.3.2. Standard Deviation (SD) Method

The SD method determines target weights regarding the standard deviations of the
targets [19]. First, a normalized matrix is created depending on the benefit and cost targets.
Then, SDs are calculated for each objective. Finally, weights are determined for each period
depending on the calculated SDs [38] (see Table 3). This weighting method is mostly
applied to solve complex and unclear problems in MCDM studies [46].
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Table 3. Stages of Standard Deviation (SD) Model [38].

Steps SD Calculation Process

first

Normalizing ranking scores:
for benefit

Fij =
fij−mini∈mfij

maxi∈mfij−mini∈mfij

for cost
Fij =

maxi∈mfij−fij
maxi∈mfij−mini∈mfij

second

Calculate the standard deviation of each ranking:

σj =

√
∑m

i=1 (Fij−Fj)
2

m
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

4. Application

This section explains the data set and the experimental process in detail. Next, we
present the findings, results and discussion. And finally, we evaluate the conclusions of
the application.

4.1. Data Set and Experimental Process

Following the main purpose of the study, we measured the FP (financial performance)
of most traded 24 companies (banks are excluded) which have the highest market value
in the BIST-30 index, in Turkey, by MCDM methods. These companies were chosen as
decision alternatives, and 6 different performance types were chosen as decision criteria.
The period of the study con-sists of a total of 10 quarters between 2019 and 2021: 2019/06
(Q1), 2019/09 (Q2), 2019/12 (Q3), 2020/03 (Q4), 2020/06 (Q5), 2020/09 (Q6), 2020/12
(Q7), 2021/03 (Q8), 2021/06 (Q9), 2021/09 (Q10). FPs of the companies were calculated
separately for each quarter base period. First of all, the FPs of the companies were calculated
by using seven MCDM methods for each period. After that, the FP MCDM scores of the
companies were compared both in terms of correlation coefficient with Stock Return (SR),
namely percentage change in price, and SD (Standard deviation). Thus, objective findings
were revealed regarding the capacity, tendency, character or importance of each MCDM
method for each period. These findings showed that we can compare MCDM methods
depending on the highest performance success for decision makers who want to evaluate
the performance of companies under certain criteria and constraints. We would also like
to point out that the FINNET commercial data software is used to obtain companies’ FP
performance indicators and share price data. Figure 1 displays the diagram of the study.
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The experimental process of this study is as follows:
Step 1: Data Matrix Preparation
First of all, the obtained performance values are placed in the decision matrix in order

to calculate the MCDMs. Here, six different ratios are considered as a measure of FP. The
decision matrix is formed with these initial data obtained during the calculation of the
MCDM results.

Step 2: Weighting Calculation Procedure
Since the equal weighting method was preferred, it was applied to all criteria. This

study, it is mainly aimed to compare MCDM methods objectively. In the MCDM procedure,
the selection of the weighting procedure (such as normalization, threshold value, preference
function selection) is a separate issue in itself. And this is not the subject of this study. In
this study, we emphasize that our focus is the MCDM comparison, by choosing the equal
weighting method, which is a non-judgmental technique.

Step 3: MCDM Calculation Procedure
Microsoft Excel program was used to execute MCDM process steps. In this study, a

total of 70 different MCDM rankings were produced for 10 base periods by using seven
different MCDM scores belonging to 24 companies. In other words, 70 different MCDM
scores were calculated for a company (this number is 1680 for all companies). This shows
that the study is quite comprehensive. Thus, according to alternative MCDM results, we
can make more reliable and valid judgments for 10 base periods compared to one period.

Step 4: Evaluation of MCDM Ranking Results
To understand which of the MCDM rankings produce superior results, we evaluated

Spearman Correlation (RHO). Secondly, we suggested SD analysis with a structured proce-
dure similar to objective weighting techniques. This process was done in the Excel program.

Step 5: Evaluation of Analysis Results as Superiority and Comparison Functions in
MCDM Methods.

MCDM methods were compared according to RHO and SD analyzes and average
performance values of sequences produced by MCDMs. As a result of separate calculations
for both criteria, we suggested that the method with the best averages might be more
important or appropriate.

Considering the fact that an MCDM model is primarily designed to represent real-
ity [16], it is appropriate to base the share price of companies as a reference. In addition,
MCDM methods come into play as a decision support element in a decision-making prob-
lem where there is uncertainty. In this context, the formal information content of MCDMs
calculated by SD can be suggested as a criterion for the hierarchical ranking of MCDMs.

4.2. Findings and Results

There are over a hundred MCDM methods, and they all claim to offer the best solution.
However, today there is still no consensus on the selection of the best MCDM method.
These methods obviously have different computational procedures and they produce
different sorting results in most cases. This makes us think that they can produce a unique
distribution or have a different character, far from a coincidence. In this study, exploratory
research of the specific capacity of MCDM methods was revealed. The SD objective
procedure helped us in determining the specific characteristics of MCDM scores. Secondly,
the RHO coefficient level, which expresses the FP-SR (stock return or percentage change in
share price) correlation, was suggested as another confirmatory criterion. The results of
this recommendation are shown in the tables below.

Table 4 shows the MCDM methods preferred in this study and the references based
on the calculation stages. In this study, first of all, the performance criteria values, which
are displayed in Table 5, were used to evaluate companies’ financial performances. An
example initial decision matrix is shown below. This decision matrix contains raw data that
has not yet been normalized.
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Table 4. MCDM Methods Preferred in This Study And References Based on Their Calculation.

MCDM Methods References

PROMETHEE II [36]
COPRAS [38,41]

FUCA [39]
MOORA [43]

SAW [38]
TOPSIS [44]
CODAS [37,42]

Table 5. Decision Matrix used for the MCDM Methods (2021/09K).

ALTMAN Z SCORE ROE ROA MVA Margin MVA Spread MV/BV

ARCLK 0.5384 0.0429 0.0114 0.4527 0.9186 1.0610
ASELS 1.0778 0.0252 0.0176 1.6870 1.0473 1.0169
BIMAS 0.7657 0.0877 0.0296 −0.2519 −0.5148 −0.7222

DOHOL 0.4725 0.0117 0.0077 0.5120 0.1390 0.1409
EKGYO 0.2086 0.0205 0.0115 1.5238 0.1554 0.1332
EREGL 1.5797 0.0816 0.0566 1.0302 0.8335 0.8386
FROTO 0.6340 0.1191 0.0194 0.1142 2.6202 2.7019
GUBRF 0.6895 0.0201 0.0020 0.4859 3.3829 5.5225
KCHOL 0.1441 0.0632 0.0087 0.8627 0.3260 0.4473
KOZAA 1.6893 0.0415 0.0384 1.3292 0.2409 0.5204
KOZAL 3.5284 0.0469 0.0435 0.8693 0.4758 0.4718
KRDMD 1.0678 0.0887 0.0458 0.7503 1.2727 1.2068
PETKM 1.0019 0.1153 0.0688 0.3870 0.6233 0.5011
PGSUS 0.2568 0.1496 0.0161 5.4318 1.1278 0.4980
SAHOL 0.0666 0.0526 0.0074 4.5945 0.2286 0.2269
SASA 1.6120 0.1670 0.0413 1.3293 5.9534 6.3814
SISE 0.7511 0.0453 0.0245 1.3704 0.7262 0.7294

TAVHL 0.2284 0.0578 0.0184 9.8759 0.5634 0.3756
TCELL 0.4462 0.0569 0.0239 0.4638 0.3515 0.3107
THYAO 0.3075 0.1094 0.0261 2.4465 0.6458 0.3048
TKFEN 0.4529 0.0569 0.0235 0.4016 0.4506 0.4508
TTKOM 0.5246 0.0959 0.0397 0.6310 0.8201 0.4315
TUPRS 0.6610 0.0659 0.0115 0.2295 1.4030 1.2395
VESTL 0.1720 0.0400 0.0069 0.0659 0.0778 0.0892

We analyzed a period of 10 quarters in total. We clearly discovered that PROMETHEE
II and FUCA were predominantly better for both benchmarks (SD and Rho), which is
displayedin the following tables and figures. Table 6 below shows the specific final scores
produced by the 7 MCDM methods examined in the study for the 2021/09 quarter selected
as the sample base period. Table 6 shows that the scores produced by some MCDM methods
are in the range of 0–1, some in the range of −1–0, and some have a high positive-negative
distribution. This may give us a clue about the characteristics of MCDM methods. In
this sense, the standard deviation of the normalized score value of the MCDM scores in
question will give us an idea about their determinant aspects. It is clear that the technique
used in the calculation steps has an effect on the distribution of the final scores of the
MCDM methods. Whether a method is subject to the Outranking or value/utility school,
the type of normalization used, the preference function, or the threshold value affects the
distribution of results differently. In addition, some methods such as TOPSIS care about
ideal values (PIS-NIS), and this distance-based approach also directly affects the results
and score distribution.
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Table 6. Final Score Results Produced by MCDM Methods (for the 2021/09).

CODAS COPRAS MOORA TOPSIS PRO-2 SAW FUCA

ARCLK −3.380 0.028 0.092 0.182 −0.101 0.157 13.667
ASELS −2.136 0.039 0.126 0.233 0.217 0.203 10.000
BIMAS −2.586 0.014 0.068 0.168 −0.304 0.158 16.000

DOHOL −6.438 0.012 0.041 0.099 −0.623 0.069 19.667
EKGYO −5.698 0.016 0.053 0.121 −0.500 0.092 18.333
EREGL 3.591 0.054 0.194 0.322 0.478 0.356 7.000
FROTO 3.233 0.060 0.197 0.352 0.275 0.342 9.333
GUBRF 3.170 0.071 0.207 0.426 −0.029 0.305 12.833
KCHOL −4.307 0.019 0.067 0.140 −0.348 0.126 16.500
KOZAA 0.210 0.041 0.146 0.263 0.130 0.257 11.000
KOZAL 4.264 0.058 0.210 0.382 0.217 0.359 10.000
KRDMD 2.660 0.051 0.181 0.300 0.522 0.330 6.500
PETKM 4.451 0.049 0.185 0.316 0.275 0.366 9.333
PGSUS 3.303 0.058 0.192 0.345 0.261 0.337 9.500
SAHOL −2.684 0.032 0.100 0.235 −0.420 0.163 17.333
SASA 15.528 0.133 0.423 0.617 0.812 0.699 3.167
SISE −2.196 0.034 0.116 0.204 0.174 0.203 10.500

TAVHL 2.964 0.064 0.197 0.404 −0.043 0.305 13.000
TCELL −3.146 0.023 0.084 0.157 −0.275 0.162 15.667
THYAO 0.166 0.039 0.136 0.241 0.116 0.254 11.167
TKFEN −3.035 0.024 0.088 0.163 −0.217 0.166 15.000
TTKOM 0.455 0.037 0.135 0.237 0.130 0.262 11.000
TUPRS −2.026 0.035 0.116 0.223 0.109 0.200 11.167
VESTL −6.362 0.009 0.034 0.087 −0.855 0.070 22.333

In this study, we primarily use the SD criterion to compare seven MCDM methods.
The final and specific scores produced by the MCDM methods have been normalized to
justify comparison. In the next step, the SD value of the scores of each MCDM method
was obtained. And the final findings are displayed in Table 7. Dominantly, PROMETHEE
II and FUCA methods produced the highest SD values compared to other MCDM meth-
ods. The 10-quartile SD averages are: FUCA 0.257096854; PROMETHEE 0.257061822;
CODAS 0.21565885; SAW 0.213692925; TOPSIS 0.209506837; MOORA 0.208981241; CO-
PRAS 0.205142873. FUCA and PROMETHEE-2 methods produced the highest mean SD
value at almost the same level. It is seen that COPRAS is in the last place in terms of mean
SD value. So FUCA and PROMETHEE are stable while producing high SD value and
COPRAS producing low SD value.

Table 7. SD Values of Firms’ MCDM based Financial Performance Scores (Green means the method
is successful, gray means the method is mediocre, and blue means the method is unsuccessful).

Q10 Q9 Q8 Q7 Q6 Q5 Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1
FUCA 0.2281 0.2417 0.2523 0.2689 0.2729 0.2930 0.2310 0.2374 0.2707 0.2749

PROMETHEE 0.2278 0.2417 0.2523 0.2689 0.2729 0.2930 0.2310 0.2374 0.2706 0.2749
CODAS 0.2140 0.1955 0.2185 0.2315 0.2408 0.2032 0.2188 0.2210 0.2318 0.1816

SAW 0.2096 0.1952 0.2242 0.2303 0.2397 0.2002 0.2169 0.2137 0.2271 0.1802
TOPSIS 0.2263 0.1988 0.1780 0.1969 0.2301 0.1884 0.1870 0.2560 0.2219 0.2118

MOORA 0.2071 0.2055 0.1890 0.2010 0.2361 0.1943 0.1895 0.2379 0.2228 0.2066
COPRAS 0.2074 0.1788 0.2187 0.1829 0.2514 0.1869 0.1842 0.2128 0.2128 0.2156

Table 8 shows the comparative rankings of the MCDM methods depending on SD
values. It can be said that PROMETHEE-2 and FUCA methods produced almost the
same results. Table 8 can be interpreted as follows: These two methods achieved a clear
advantage over other MCDM methods by achieving 9 first places in 10 cases in terms of SD
value. Although PROMETHEE&FUCA and COPRAS were uniquely stable in their success
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positions, it can be said that CODAS, SAW, TOPSIS and MOORA methods showed less
stable performance among themselves in an intermediate gray zone, similar to each other.

Table 8. Performance Ranking of MCDM Methods according to SD.

Q10 Q9 Q8 Q7 Q6 Q5 Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1

FUCA 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 3 1 2
PROMETHEE 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 4 2 1
CODAS 4 5 5 3 4 3 3 5 3 6

SAW 5 6 3 4 5 4 4 6 4 7
TOPSIS 3 4 7 6 7 6 6 1 6 4

MOORA 7 3 6 5 6 5 5 2 5 5
COPRAS 6 7 4 7 3 7 7 7 7 3

In this study, we use the Rho criterion as a secondary validation criterion to compare
seven MCDM methods. The final and specific scores produced by these methods were
calculated as the Spearman correlation (Rho) with stock returns to justify the comparison.
That is, the Rho value of the scores of each MCDM method was obtained for each base
period. And the final findings are shown in Table 9. Compared to other MCDM methods,
PROMETHEE II and FUCA methods predominantly produced the highest Rho values.
The correlation coefficient produced by MCDM methods (10-quartile means) with return
on stock was PROMETHEE 0.5796, FUCA 0.5781; TOPSIS 0.515; MOORA 0.4811; SAW
0.3734; CODAS 0.3701; COPRAS is 0.3122. PROMETHEE and FUCA methods produced
the highest mean Rho values at almost the same level as the SD benchmark. Likewise,
the COPRAS method has the lowest Rho’s, as in the case of SD criterion. Other MCDM
methods similarly maintained their positions in the same gray area. But their positions
among themselves differ from the previous situation (especially for CODAS).

Table 9. Spearman’s Rho Coefficient between MCDM-based Financial Performance Scores and Real-
Life Stock Returns (Green means the method is successful, gray means the method is mediocre, and
blue means the method is unsuccessful).

Q10 Q9 Q8 Q7 Q6 Q5 Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1
PROMETHEE 0.623 0.543 0.631 0.523 0.816 0.394 0.631 0.644 0.428 0.563

FUCA 0.611 0.54 0.619 0.52 0.813 0.4 0.631 0.659 0.426 0.562
TOPSIS 0.454 0.682 0.512 0.523 0.61 0.291 0.669 0.422 0.603 0.384

MOORA 0.482 0.563 0.417 0.408 0.631 0.338 0.576 0.468 0.484 0.444
SAW 0.48 0.623 0.237 0.302 0.599 0.281 0.251 0.193 0.493 0.275

CODAS 0.427 0.704 0.271 0.279 0.594 0.187 0.243 0.129 0.579 0.288
COPRAS 0.509 0.29 0.225 0.471 0.754 0.316 −0.714 0.57 0.587 0.114

Table 10 shows the comparative rankings of the MCDM methods depending on the
Rho values. It can be said that PROMETHEE-2 and FUCA methods produce very similar
results. The results points out that these two methods achieved a clear advantage over
other MCDM methods by winning 7 times out of 10 cases. Although PROMETHEE&FUCA
and COPRAS were uniquely stable in their success positions, it can be said that CODAS,
SAW, TOPSIS, and MOORA methods showed less stable performance among themselves
in an intermediate gray zone, similar to each other.
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Table 10. Performance Ranking of MCDM Methods according to Spearman’s Rho.

Q10 Q9 Q8 Q7 Q6 Q5 Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1

PROMETHEE 1 5 1 1 1 2 3 2 6 1
FUCA 2 6 2 3 2 1 2 1 7 2

TOPSIS 6 2 3 2 5 5 1 5 1 4
MOORA 4 4 4 5 4 3 4 4 5 3
COPRAS 3 7 7 4 3 4 7 3 2 7

SAW 5 3 6 6 6 6 5 6 4 6
CODAS 7 1 5 7 7 7 6 7 3 5

Table 11 may be helpful to further clarify the picture. Both SD and Rho benchmarks are
shown here. Accordingly, it is understood that the large number of MCDM methods that
are used in the study is beneficial. If the PROMETHEE, FUCA and COPRAS methods were
not present in this study, it would obviously be difficult to evaluate the results. Because
the performance of these methods is either too high or too low. Other methods, CODAS,
MOORA, TOPSIS and SAW, showed relatively different performances for the two proposed
comparison methods. This actually gives an idea of why the SD benchmark was rarely
used before. The reason for this is that the results produced by these methods are very close
to each other. Thus, this would be a difficult road for researchers looking for consistency
in comparison.

Table 11. Both SD and Rho Benchmark Findings.

SD Mean Rank Rho Mean Rank

FUCA 0.257097 1 PROMETHEE 0.5796 1
PROMETHEE 0.257062 2 FUCA 0.5781 2

CODAS 0.215659 3 TOPSIS 0.515 3
SAW 0.213693 4 MOORA 0.4811 4

TOPSIS 0.209507 5 SAW 0.3734 5
MOORA 0.208981 6 CODAS 0.3701 6
COPRAS 0.205143 7 COPRAS 0.3122 7

Figure 2 below is the Performance Radar Graph of MCDMs based on SD benchmark.
Here it can be better seen that the PROMETHEE&FUCA duo produces a predominantly
higher SD.
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Figure 3 Below is the performance radar graph of the MCDMs based on the Rho
benchmark. It can be better seen here that the PROMETHEE&FUCA duo often produces a
higher Rho.
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It can be seen from the scatter plot (Figure 4) below that the PROMETHEE&FUCA
pair usually produces higher Rho and SD.
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Results in the tables show that PROMETHEE II and FUCA methods are more appro-
priate methods for financial performance measurement compared to other five methods.
These two methods produced a common performance, so we can assume them as equiva-
lent of each other. They produced a higher correlation with the stock market price, which is
a real-life example. Moreover, the distribution of their final scores corresponds to a wider
range. And that means they produce a higher SD value. In other words, since the amount
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of objective information of PROMETHEE-2 and FUCA is higher, it can be said that they are
more important methods compared to others.

As it is clearly seen in the figures above, it is clear that the scores produced by
PROMETHEE and FUCA methods give better results than other MCDM methods. Thus,
in this case, there is very strong evidence that MCDM methods produce a characteristic
sequence. In other words, MCDM methods can show a unique and consistent tendency.
SD values and average values of RHO coefficients based on the relationship between share
price and FP for the 10 quarters between 2019 and 2021 show remarkable and unique
results. Accordingly, the SD score results show that PROMETHEE and FUCA produce
more valuable information content compared to other methods. In addition, these results
provide conclusive evidence that they better capture real life.

According to Zaidan et al. (2017), a SD value close to zero indicates that the data
value is closer to the cluster mean [18]. A higher SD value means that the data is spread
over a wider range of values. Thus, a MCDM with a higher SD has better ranking scores
in essentially comparing alternatives. Because there is a more comprehensive and wider
distribution, this allows an easier comparison between alternatives. On the other hand, the
scores of the method with a low SD value are closer to the mean. This proximity reduces
the tolerance to allow comparison between alternatives. The situation is somewhat similar
to the difference between return on stocks and return on interest. The first is risky, has a
wide distribution, but its returns are higher. The risk and dispersion of the latter are zero,
and the return is usually small and stable. Thus, in general, it can be said that the SD value
is a criterion for “value” or “significance”, as seen in many real-life examples.

Moreover, perhaps most importantly, these results show that MCDM methods have
unique characteristics in terms of SD. Indeed, in the context of SD, the results show that
both MCDM methods have certain objective tendencies, patterns, or capacities over the 10
quarters, consistently. In other words, the fact that MCDM methods consistently and often
have higher or lower SD capacity for a given problem also facilitates the comparability of
the methods. It can even be said that one side may be superior to the comparison in a way,
if only the SD tendency of MCDM methods is based.

As a matter of fact, it can even be argued that a MCDM method is superior among
other MCDM methods, borrowing the idea or theory underlying objective weighting
methods. Because according to the SD weighting approach, a column with a higher SD
value is considered more important because it has a higher information content [19].

The above results contain quite satisfactory and consistent information about the
MCDM comparison. On the other hand, it should be taken into account that normalization
types can affect SD results. In future studies, it may also be recommended to calculate SD
scores for different types of normalization.

4.3. Discussion

As it is known, as a hypothetical approach, the methods used in the objective estima-
tion of the importance of rankings (for example, SD as a statistical technique) are based on
an assumption in terms of information content determination. Accordingly, for objective
weight estimation methods, the larger the difference between the values of the items in
the column, the more valuable the information contained in the criterion (indicator). In
other words, the weight of a criterion is higher in direct proportion to the information
content [30]. In fact, formally, the SD approach can be used to discover the information
content of the final scores produced by MCDM methods [18], this approach is more clearly
and boldly demonstrated in this study. No study has been found in the literature showing
this approach with such clarity before. Although there is no rational obstacle in calculat-
ing the SDs of the normalized final scores of the MCDM methods, there might surely be
some reservations for interpreting the results. In this study, the SDs of the methods were
calculated first and then interpreted as an evaluation element in the comparison of MCDM
scores. This innovative and adapted approach can be an easy, reassuring and objective
alternative for decision makers who are struggling with the difficulties and uncertainties in
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choosing an appropriate MCDM method, an old and chronic problem that we discuss in
this study.

In fact, comparing the characteristic performances of MCDM methods is an interesting
and difficult subject. Considering that MCDM methods produce different scores, it would
not be correct to directly compare them over raw scores. Normalized score should be used
to ensure comparability of final scores of MCDM techniques [18]. SD has rarely been used
to evaluate normalized MCDM scores. On the other hand, Zaidan et al. (2017) partially
used the SD method for MCDM comparison. However, we do not find another example of
this in the literature [18]. In this study, one more step was taken and it was clearly shown
that the information content of MCDM methods can be measured according to the SD
value and some valuable tendency, pattern or capacity signs can be captured with these
measurement results.

In this study, we adopted another objective criterion confirming the real life SD
criterion to provide highly consistent, characteristic and distinctive results. There are some
studies that have recently tried this new approach and achieved positive results. These
studies, which measure financial performance on the basis of MCDM, indicate that there
is a natural and special MCDM evaluation solution in this field [17,28]. Accordingly, we
benefit from satisfactory and significant correlations between share price and MCDM-based
financial performance rankings. In this study, we observed that some MCDM methods such
as PROMETHEE&FUCA provide these correlations to a higher degree. In other words, it
has been clearly seen that some MCDM methods better capture or model real-life situations.
Thus, we strengthened our argument by using these two objective mechanisms at the
same time, which confirm each other, for the first time, to reveal the hidden capacities of
MCDM methods.

The findings and results of our study open a new door to interesting and original
discussions. We list them as follows:

• Unconventionally, the SD procedure was used in this study for MCDM outputs
(ranking results) rather than inputs (criteria). Normally, when criteria are used for
weighting purposes, different criteria may be more important in different base periods.
That means the weights are often changing. In this study, the SD that we used in the
comparison of MCDM information contents provided very consistent results. The
comparative performance success of MCDM methods in base periods is the same. In
other words, PROMETHEE&FUCA clearly outperformed the other methods in terms
of both SD and Rho criteria.

• In order to solve problem scenarios and limitations of the study, we can compare
information contents of MCDM methods. And this again reveals the greater capacity
and the importance of the PROMETHEE&FUCA methods. Although the other meth-
ods has score levels close to PROMETHEE&FUCA as a characteristic tendency, it still
maintains its place even in sensitive measures.

• Our results show that PROMETHEE&FUCA might be more efficient than other meth-
ods. It is also noteworthy that PROMETHEE&FUCA can also work without normal-
ization, similar to some outranking methods.

• The most important finding of this study is the strong evidence about the scores of
the methods having objective characteristics. In other words, a MCDM data as a
set contains patterns that indicate certain capacity, and this means originality and
superiority. Thus, the selection of a more appropriate and efficient MCDM method
was discussed and some solutions were proposed with objective criteria in this study.

• Random selection of any MCDM method may affect the decision to be taken. In this
study, FP measurement was made. Comparing and measuring FP can be a good
decision support system element for companies’ financial information users. For
example, with this refined information, company owners can learn their success
positions accurately compared to their competitors. Lenders can extend loans to
companies that are able to pay their debts. Stock investors can use FP information
regarding fundamental analysis in choosing the best stock.
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Table 12 below lists the companies with the best FP according to the PROMETHEE&FUCA
and other methods. Accordingly, when a random method is chosen, a different “best” alterna-
tive can be chosen. This will influence the strategic decisions made by decision makers. In
other words, based on the findings in this study, we can say that the random choosing the best
MCDM method may adversely affect the decisions. We discuss the automatic determination
of a MCDM method based on real life and higher information content criteria. In the table
below, it is clearly seen that the best performing companies have changed in some quarters
according to MCDM methods.

Table 12. Top Performers by PROMETHEE&FUCA and COPRAS in the 10th Quarter (2019–2021).

Quarters PROMETHEE&FUCA
(Most Suitable) COPRAS

1. Quarter SASA SASA
2. Quarter TUPRS FROTO
3. Quarter SASA GUBRF
4. Quarter KRDMD GUBRF
5. Quarter ASELS GUBRF
6. Quarter KCHOL GUBRF
7. Quarter GUBRF PGSUS
8. Quarter FROTO GUBRF
9. Quarter KOZAL KOZAL
10. Quarter BIMAS KOZAL

The explanations we have listed below are what the study aims or does not aim; or
sets clear boundaries about what it measures and what it does not:

• Since the choice of preference function belongs to the decision maker, we used the
commonly used usual type preference function for PROMETHEE II. This type of
function is the only preference function that does not impose the “threshold value”
on the decision maker. Thus, we minimized the subjective intervention authority of
the decision maker, which is an important factor in comparability. According to the
results of the study, PROMETHEE II that was calculated with the usual type preference
function was more successful.

• Other methods and PROMETHEE&FUCA are based on completely different principles
(the schools of utility/value and outranking), and it is true that PROMETHEE is a
much more sophisticated approach. On the other hand, since SAW has a simpler
methodology, it can be argued that these results may not actually be normal or sur-
prising anyway. By comparing an additional MCDM method, namely FUCA, and
presenting it in the table below, we justify that this is a prejudice and underestimat-
ing claim. FUCA method comes first among the methods that have the simplest
methodology among more than 100 methods. In this study, we compared the results
of the more complex PROMETHEE II with the simpler FUCA method. According
to the results obtained, although these methods have different methodologies and
complexity, interestingly, they produced close to above 99% similar results. In other
words, they produced almost the same performance according to both SD and rho
criteria. These results show that methodological complexity cannot be a direct criterion
for comparing the final scores of MCDM methods. In fact, this shows that what is
valuable can sometimes be simple (see Tables 13 and 14).

• With these benchmarks, it is hard to claim which of the methods is the absolute
better fit. But the findings from the study do contain some interesting and valuable
indications of tendencies, patterns or capacities regarding SD and rho criteria. It is
worth emphasizing that this study is not about methodological “inputs” but rather the
“outputs”, which are the final results of MCDM methods. With the decision analytics
approach, objective and consistent information about the performance of the result
scores of MCDM methods was discovered through the historical data of the companies.
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For example, although the PROMETHEE II method is a sophisticated method, the
information that it provides is the same ranking result as the FUCA method, which is
one of the simplest methods. Understanding this with methodological formulas is a
relatively difficult task, and no previous study in the literature was able to identify
this finding.

• The relationship between stock returns and MCDM results has been emphasized in
few studies in the literature [17,28]. These studies states that this relationship changes
according to MCDM methods. This was confirmed this study with PROMETHEE
II/FUCA and other methods in this study. In addition, there are certain constraints
in the studies on the type of financial performance measurement, such as the period,
number of firms, country, sector and criteria, and this approach has been confirmed by
changing these. Therefore, this is important if the same or different methods confirm
the model in question even though the constraints have changed. In addition, this
study showed that this proposed approach yielded predominantly parallel results
with the SD criterion. Thus, for the first time, a dual authentication mechanism was
tested and verified in this study.

• The purpose of this study has nothing to do with “portfolio selection”, although
the concepts of “return on shares”, which refers to price changes, are frequently
mentioned in this article. However, this should be understood as evaluating the
correlation between a MCDM type and stock return in terms of MCDM capacity. There
is no choice recommendation regarding investing in a stock. Here, an alternative
solution proposal has been proposed based on the findings obtained by data analytics
to a methodological deadlock regarding MCDM comparison.

• Basically, if the normalized score array of an MCDM method shows a higher standard
deviation, it is of course difficult to assume that one method is absolutely better than
the other. However, if the results consistently indicate higher values for some MCDM
methods, at least for this problem scenario, we consider it appropriate to discuss
whether this may be considered a tendency, capacity or a sign of conformity.

Table 13. Comparison Results for Significance Levels of PROMETHEE II and FUCA by SD Values in
10-Quarters (2019–2021).

Quarters PROMETHEE FUCA

2021/09 0.227791 0.228084
2021/06 0.241743 0.241742
2021/03 0.252292 0.252292
2020/12 0.268935 0.268935
2020/09 0.272933 0.272933
2020/06 0.293016 0.293015
2020/03 0.231037 0.231036
2019/12 0.237363 0.237362
2019/09 0.270596 0.270652
2019/06 0.274913 0.274912

Table 14. MCDM Comparison Results by Spearman Rho Coefficient between FP and SR in 10-
Quarters (2019–2021).

2021/09 2021/06 2021/03 2020/12 2020/09 2020/06 2020/03 2019/12 2019/09 2019/06

F (PROMETHEE) 0.623 0.543 0.631 0.523 0.816 0.394 0.631 0.644 0.428 0.563
p-Value 0.001 0.006 0.001 0.009 0.000 0.056 0.001 0.001 0.037 0.004

Final Rank (FUCA) 0.611 0.54 0.619 0.52 0.813 0.4 0.631 0.659 0.426 0.562
p-Value 0.002 0.006 0.001 0.009 0.000 0.053 0.001 0.000 0.038 0.004

The design of this research was carried out by Zaidan et al. (2017)’s SD approach and
Baydaş et al. (2022)’s Rho approach. In other words, this research further enhanced the
context by using a dual verification mechanism. In addition, in parallel with the findings of
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Baydaş et al. (2022), PROMETHEE and FUCA were the most successful methods in this
study. On the other hand, it was observed that some MCDM methods produced higher SD,
similar to the approach in the study of Zaidan et al. (2017).

5. Conclusions

In the past, input-based rather than output-based methodological approaches have
been proposed to compare MCDM methods. In this study, there is an effort to support and
develop objective suggestions based on output. In general, Spearman rank correlation was
used for output-based MCDM comparisons. On the other hand, Spearman results showed
a high level of similarity between different MCDM methods. Although many decision
makers cannot objectively explain why they prefer a MCDM method, they emphasize that
they prefer a method suitable for the structure of the problem. Since each MCDM method
claims to suggest the best alternative, it implicitly implies that it is actually the best method.
Of course, it is normal for MCDM methods with different processing procedures to yield
different results. These different results may have certain unique implications for MCDM
methods. In this context, our study has tried to discover whether MCDM methods have
certain patterns or characteristic tendencies according to the results they produce, with a
dual verification mechanism.

Many previous studies have addressed developing the potential of MCDM inputs
and this is the correct approach to some extent. The input capabilities and capacities of
MCDMs are of course important, but we must emphasize that the results they produce are
also important. In other words, MCDM methods should be compared not only with their
methodology but also with their scores. In this direction, the originality of the final scores
and the distributions they produce should also be examined. Therefore, unlike traditional
approaches, MCDM outputs were used instead of inputs in this study and their SD level and
their ability to relate to real life were evaluated. Our study compared 7 MCDM methods
in this direction. And the findings show that PROMETHEE&FUCA produced higher
performance value in base periods (10 quarters). The SD value of the FP scores obtained
with PROMETHEE&FUCA in the base periods is higher. Also, PROMETHEE&FUCA
has a predominantly higher correlation with share price. Therefore, it can be said that
PROMETHEE&FUCA is more successful in terms of both the amount of information it
contains and the level of capturing real life. In the context of these results, it is difficult to
argue that one MCDM method is definitely better than another, and this may be a hasty
assessment. We recommend testing this approach with many more MCDM methods for
different decision problem scenarios to see the bigger picture.

Basically, this study, in which the financial performances of companies are calculated
on the basis of MCDM, at the first stage, like other studies, calculates MCDM scores in
order to find and recommend the most suitable alternative or ranking. In the next stage,
unlike other studies, intense efforts were made to reveal the hidden abilities of MCDM
methods in a result-oriented manner. Thus, in this study, a sustainable pairwise comparison
mechanism (SD and Rho) was discovered and it was demonstrated that an objective MCDM
comparison is possible. We recommend that decision makers and future researchers use
these two confirmatory criteria to compare MCDM methods. In this respect, we think that
our study has a high potential to contribute to the literature.

5.1. Limitations of This Study

It should not be forgotten that the restrictive parameters such as alternative, criteria,
time, preference function, normalization type, weight coefficient, MCDM type related to
the company used in this study directly affect the results.

5.2. Suggestions to Researchers

Among the MCDM methods (as in this study), if there are methods such as PROMETHEE
or FUCA that give good results stably and those that perform at a lower level such as COPRAS,
the comparison results become more pronounced. In the constraints of this study, methods
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such as TOPSIS, SAW, CODAS, and MOORA with average performance in the gray area
produced results close to each other. But SD and Rho findings may not overlap. So in
a comparison scenario with only these methods, the results would be confusing (without
PROMETHEE, FUCA, or COPRAS). We suggest that very good and very poor performing
MCDM methods should be included in the procedure and this is essential for clarifying results.
Finally, there are more than 100 MCDM methods, among which there are more talented and
successful ones. We suggest the authors explore them in terms of SD and Rho.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Methodological Stages of PROMETHEE-2, TOPSIS and CODAS.

St. PROMETHEE-2 TOPSIS CODAS

1
Designate the deviances as regards to

the binary comparisons:
dj(a, b) = gj(a)− gj(b)

Creating a normalized decision matrix:

Fij =
fij√

∑m
i=1 f 2

ij

Construct the normalized (max norm.)
objective matrix:

Fij =
fij
f+j

f or a maximization,

where f +j = Maxi∈m fij

Fij =
f−j
fij

f or a minimization,

where f−j = Mini∈m fij

2
Computation of the
preference function:

Pj(a, b) = Fj
[
dj(a, b)

]
j = 1, . . . , k

Obtaining the weighted normalized matrix:
vij = Fij × wj

Construct weighted normalized
objective matrix by multiplying each

column with its weight, wj:
vij = Fij × wj i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}; j ∈

{1, 2, . . . , n}

3
Computation of a preference index:

∀ a, b ∈ A, π(a, b) =
k
∑

j=1
Pj(a, b)wj

Finding positive (A+) and negative (A–) ideal solutions:
A+ =

{(
Maxi

(
vij
)

j ∈ J
)
,
(

Mini
(
vij
)

j ∈ J′
)
i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , m

}
={

v+1 , v+2 , v+3 , . . . , v+j , . . . , v+n
}

A− =
{(

Mini
(
vij
)

j ∈ J
)
,
(

Maxi
(
vij
)

j ∈ J′
)
i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , m

}
={

v−1 , v−2 , v−3 , . . . , v−j , . . . , v−n
}

Determine the negative−
ideal solution, A− , by finding the

worst value of each objective, which is
the smallest value within the

respective column of the
objective matrix.

A− =
{
(Mini

(
vij
)∣∣i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , m

}
=
{

v−1 , v−2 , v−3 , . . . , v−j , . . . , v−n
}

4

Computation of positive and negative
outranking flows:

φ+(a) = 1
n−1 ∑

x∈A
π(a, x)

φ−(a) = 1
n−1 ∑

x∈A
π(x, a)

Computing the positive and negative ideals’ distance values:

Si+ =

√
n
∑

j=1

(
vij − v+j

)2
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , mSi− =√

n
∑

j=1

(
vij − v−j

)2
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m

Calculate the Euclidean and Taxicab
distances between each solution and

the negative-ideal solution:

Ei =

√
n
∑

j=1

(
vij − v−j

)2
i =

1, 2, 3, . . . , mTi =
n
∑

j=1

∣∣∣vij − v−j
∣∣∣ i =

1, 2, 3, . . . , m

5 Computation of the complete ranking:
φ(a) = φ+(a)− φ−(a)

Computing relative proximity to ideal solution:

Ci =
Si−

Si−+Si+

Construct the relative assessment
matrix, as follows:

hik = (Ei − Ek) + ψ(Ei − Ek)×
(Ti − Tk) i, k ∈

{1, 2, . . . , m}Here, ψ(x) = 1 if |x| ≥
τ and = 0 if |x| < τ .

Recall τ = 0.02 is the threshold
parameter to decide the degree of
closeness of Euclidean distances.
Calculate the assessment score of

each solution
Hi =

m
∑

k=1
hik i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m

The non−
dominated solution having the largest Hi

is the recommended solution.
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Table A2. Methodological Stages of MOORA, COPRAS and SAW.

St. MOORA COPRAS SAW

1

Construct normalized objective matrix
applying vector normalization:

Fij =
fij√

∑m
k=1 fkj

2

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m};
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

Construct normalized objective matrix:

Fij =
fij

∑m
k=1 fkj

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}; j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

Construct the normalized
objective matrix:

Fij =
fij
f+j

f or a maximization,

where f +j = Maxi∈m fij

Fij =
f−j
fij

f or a minimization,

where f−j = Mini∈m fij

2

Construct weighted normalized
objective matrix:

vij = Fij × wj
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m};
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

Construct weighted normalized objective matrix:
vij = Fij × wj

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}; j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

Construct the weighted normalized
objective matrix:

vij = Fij × wj

3
Calculate the performance scores for

each solution:

Pi =
g
∑

j=1
vij −

n
∑

j=g+1
vij i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}

For each solution, calculate the sums of weighted normalized
values for both benefit and cost objectives:

Si+ =
g
∑

j=1
vij

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}
Si− =

n
∑

j=g+1
vij

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}

Find the score of each optimal

solution:Ai =
n
∑

j=1
vij

4

Determine the relative importance of each solution:Qi =
Si+ +

∑m
i=1 Si−

Si− ∑m
i=1

1
Si−

f or both bene f it and cost

Si+ f or only bene f it
∑m

i=1 Si−
Si− ∑m

i=1
1

Si−
f or only cost

Find the largest Ai

Table A3. Methodological Stages of Std. Dev. Method and FUCA.

St. Std. Dev. Method FUCA

1

Normalizing ranking scores:
f or bene f it objective

Fij =
fij−mini∈m fij

maxi∈m fij−mini∈m fij

f or cost objective
Fij =

maxi∈m fij− fij
maxi∈m fij−mini∈m fij

For each of the objectives,
rank 1 is assigned to the best

value, and rank m is assigned
to the worst value.

2

Calculate the standard deviation of
values of each ranking:

σj =

√
∑m

i=1 (Fij−Fj)
2

m
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

A weighted summation for
each optimal solution i is

computed:

vi =
n
∑

j=1
(rij × wj)
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